Abstract. Currently, those reported researches conducted optimal design for the wheel only in order to reduce the tread wear and increase the service life, but they did not consider the wheel vibration and radiation noise which seriously influence people's life and did not achieve obvious noise reduction effects. Aiming at this question, a multi-body dynamic model of the high-speed train was established, and the vertical and radial force was extracted to input into the finite element model of the wheel to compute its vibration characteristics. Then, the wheel was conducted on a multi-objective optimization based on particle swarm optimization improved by genetic algorithm (PSO-GA) method. Finally, the optimized vibration results were mapped to the acoustic element model to compute the radiation noise of the wheel. The computational model was also validated by experimental test. In order to observe the optimized effect, the optimized results were compared with those of the traditional GA and PSO method. Solutions of the traditional GA and PSO method were relatively dispersed during iterations and the algorithm could easily fall into the locally optimal solution. The optimized results of PSO-GA method were obviously better. Compared with the original wheel, the vibration acceleration was reduced by 22.9 %, and the mass was reduced by 1.1 %. Finally, the optimized vibration was mapped to the boundary element model to compute the radiation noise of the wheel, and the computational results were compared with the original wheel. Radiation noises of the original wheel were obviously more than that of the optimized wheel, and there were a lot of obvious peak noises in the original wheel. Radiation noises of the optimized wheel only had two obvious noise peaks in the analyzed frequency. Therefore, a wheel with low noises and lightweight was achieved in this paper.
Introduction
Railway noises mainly includes traction noises, wheel-rail noises, aerodynamic noises and noises from other aspects. Related researches show that the wheel-rail noise plays an important role when a train speed is running at the speed of 250 km/h-300 km/h [1] . Based on generation mechanisms, wheel-rail noises are divided into rolling noises, impact noises and squeal noises. With the development of joint less tracks as well as continuous deepening of small-radius curve transformation and steel rail grinding, impact noises and squeal noises of wheel-rails are controlled effectively, so the rolling noise is the main noise source. Therefore, it is very necessary to conduct a systematic research on rolling noises of the wheel-rail.
Currently, regarding the basic research of the vibration and noise of the wheel, a lot of studied achievements have been obtained. Thompson conducted a typical spectral analysis on wheel-rail noises. Analyzed results show that in the wheel-rail rolling noise, noises caused by sleepers are mainly concentrated below 500 Hz, noises caused by steel rails are concentrated within 500 Hz-1500 Hz, and noises caused by wheels are concentrated over 1500 Hz [2] . Han systematically compared sound radiation characteristics of different wheels to study impacts of different parameters on sound radiation of wheels [3] . Fang mainly studied impacts of the train speed on wheel rolling noises through combining finite element method with boundary element method, but the computational model only took into account the radial acting force between wheels and rails and neglected the vertical force [4] . With standard wheels of a high-speed train as an example, Luo used the boundary element method to compute wheel rolling noises of a single wheel under a unit vertical force, but the applied force only considered the vertical force, and the unit force did not meet actual situations [5] . To reduce the wheel rolling noise, one effective measure is to conduct sound source control in order to reduce noises when the train is running on rails, where ideal effects can be obtained through design, research and manufacture of low-noise wheels [2] . Regarding the wheel optimization, Shevtsov proposed a wheel profile design method based on a rolling circle radius function, and solved optimization problems by a response surface fitting multi-point approximation method [6] . Without taking into account the opposite-side rolling angles, Shen designed an independent wheel profile of a low-floor light rail vehicle by the method of back-inferring wheel profile based on steel rail contact angles [7, 8] . Ding made valuable attempts to design lorry wheel profiles based on a steel rail profile extension method [9] . Persson applied genetic algorithm in tread optimization and made a lot of researches on wheel tread and rail head shape optimization [10, 11] .
These reported researches conducted optimal design only in order to reduce wheel tread wear and increase wheel service life, but failed to consider the wheel radiation noise which seriously influences people's life and failed to achieve obvious noise reduction effects. It is thus clear that it is very necessary to study sound radiation characteristics of train wheels, design low-noise wheels using a suitable optimization algorithm. Regarding many reported optimization algorithms, the particle swarm algorithm is an intelligent evolution algorithm based on independent learning and social learning. It is advantageous in that: the algorithm conducts population search based on experience learning and has a memory function; with high universality, it does not depend on problem information, has high search efficiency and a simple theory foundation, and can be achieved easily. Of course, it is deficient in some aspects. For example: Global learning ability of particles is week, so it can easily fall into locally optimal solution; algorithm performance depends on parameters, and specific theoretical guidance is insufficient. Regarding these deficiencies, different scholars improved the PSO algorithm. GA emphasizes natural optimization search, and GA is advantageous in search solution. Aiming at deficiencies of the PSO algorithm, the paper proposes a search algorithm based on interactive learning of particle swarm algorithm and genetic algorithm (PSO-GA). The algorithm is a type of hybrid strategies. Based on combined application of genetic algorithm and particle swarm algorithm, the search strategy of interactive learning is used to prevent the algorithm from falling into the local extreme points too early during the optimal solution search, so that the globally optimal solution can be obtained.
In order to reduce the vibration and noise of the wheel, the paper firstly set up a wheel-rail dynamic model using SIMPACK, extracted vertical and radial force which acted on train wheels and applied the force in a wheel finite element model to compute vibration responses. Then, the proposed PSO-GA was used to conduct a multi-objective optimization of wheels, which reduced vibration characteristics obviously. Finally, vibration responses of the optimized wheel were input into an acoustic boundary element model as the excitation, so rolling radiation noises of wheels was computed. Then, the computational result was compared with those of original wheels. The comparison result reflected the noise reduction effect is very obvious.
Establishment and experimental verification of the finite element model

Establishment of the finite element model
The paper takes damped wheels of a high-speed train as an example. Co-node processing was conducted to the damping layer and the wheel surface. Sizes of different parts of wheels are as follows: outer diameter of wheels is 800 mm; inner diameter of wheels is 710 mm; axle hole diameter is 156 mm; hub thickness is 85 mm; tread width is 140 mm; thickness of disc is 25 mm. A three-dimensional model of the wheel was established, as shown in Fig. 1(a) . Thompson [12] analyzed free vibration of wheels by the finite element method based on comparison between computational results and experimental results of free vibration. The computational error is less than 4 % below 3000 Hz, and the computational accuracy is high. Therefore, the paper also studied vibration responses of wheels using the finite element method. The three-dimensional model of the wheel was input into ANSYS, so a finite element model was established, as shown in Fig. 1(b) . A 3D model needed to be established, so an 8-node hexahedral element was selected. The wheel model was relatively small, so meshes with proper density were divided and a finite element model of the wheel was obtained. Finally, the finite element model of wheels contained 25087 elements and 34890 nodes. The parameters of the wheel material are as follows: elasticity modulus is 220 GPa, Poisson's ratio is 0.3, and density is 7800 kg/m 3 . Damping of the actual wheel material is very small and only has very small impacts on its natural frequency and mode, so material damping was not considered in the computation. The Lanczos method was used to compute the natural frequency and mode of the wheel within 0 Hz-3000 Hz, as shown in Fig. 2 Wheel noises are closely correlated with its excited resonance modes. Wheel modes are similar with disc modes. In non-planar space, the vibration can be classified into two types: pitch diameter vibration and pitch circle vibration. The so-called pitch diameter means that displacement of one diameter or multiple diameters of a round plate passing the round center is kept at 0 during vibration. Pitch circle means that displacement of one or more than one circles of the round plate which are concentric with the boundary circle is kept at 0. Therefore, non-planar vibration can be described by 2 parameters ( , ), where is the amount of pitch circles, and is the amount of pitch diameters. The amount of pitch diameters reflects characteristics of the vibration amplitude distribution along the perimeter direction, while the amount of pitch circles reflects characteristics of the vibration amplitude distribution along the radius direction. Axle is not considered in the computational model, where fixed constraints are applied on inner boundaries of the hub hole to simulate constraint effects of the axle. This method can effectively predict all the mode of wheels. Errors are only involved for the mode with 0 pitch diameter and 1 pitch diameter, because these wheel modes have strong coupling effects with axle bending vibration modes, but these modes have high mode damping and do not have obvious impacts on vibration and sound radiation. It is shown in modes of Fig. 2 that the wheel vibration is mainly reflected by bending vibration of the tread and the vertical vibration of disc, and there are a lot of pitch diameter vibration and pitch circle vibration.
Experimental verification of the finite element model
Numerical computation models are obviously affected by boundary conditions and mesh sizes, so it is very necessary to verify the accuracy of computational models through experimental test. At present, modes of a structure are tested by a pulse hammering method in general. A transfer function with applying a pulse hammering method generally requires the following equipment: exciting hammer, piezoelectric sensor, charge amplifier, filter, signal collection equipment and computer, etc. In addition, matched wires and data lines are also needed. In the experiment, the adopted equipment involves testing equipment, and excitation system including an exciting hammer and a force sensor, as shown in Fig. 3(a) . In numerical simulation, the wheel hub is fixed by constraints, so the wheel hub was fixed and then its constraint mode can be tested. Excitation types include single-point excitation and multipoint excitation. Multi-point excitation has a high accuracy, but single-point excitation can also obtain a high accuracy as for rigid components such as wheels. In the experiment, the hammering method was used to conduct single-point excitation of rim and tread respectively. The data collection equipment shown in Fig. 3 (b) was used to collect the wheel transfer functions of the experiment. The functions were input into a Pulse data analyzer. Experimental data was processed, and mode frequencies were obtained. Experimental results were compared with numerical simulation, as shown in Table 1 . It is shown in Table 1 that the error between numerical simulation and experimental test is less than 3.2 %, which indicates the computational accuracy is very high. The error between numerical simulation and experimental test is very small because of the following reasons. We modified related parameters and element connection of the finite element model repeatedly according to boundary conditions and models of the experimental test. We also conducted an experimental test on the damping coefficient of wheels and input it into the finite element model. 8-node hexahedral elements with high accuracy were adopted. In order to increase the accuracy of the analyzed model, meshes with proper density were divided. In addition, when the analyzed frequency was high, mode frequency distribution of wheels was very dense. All mode frequencies of wheels can be obtained through the finite element simulation. Therefore, values which fairly approached the experimental mode frequency can be found easily for comparison. As a result, the error between numerical simulation and experimental test is very small. 
Numerical computation of vibration characteristics of wheels
To compute the wheel vibration, excitation forces of the wheel shall be obtained at first. The excitation force obtained by the theoretical computation is not very accurate. Therefore, the paper established a multi-body dynamic model in SIMPACK to extract vertical and radial forces of the wheel.
Multi-body dynamic model
SIMPACK is advantageous in that it has abundant track train modeling units; a user can easily achieve intelligence, sub-structure form and parameterization in order to establish a track train model rapidly and conveniently. A high-speed train is deemed as a multi-rigid body system including 1 body, 2 bogie frameworks and 4 wheel sets. The body is connected with bogies by secondary suspension, and bogie frameworks are connected with axle boxes by first suspension. The multi-body dynamic model of the high-speed train was established according to following processes: after necessary parameters of the high-speed train were obtained, the train system was simplified by rational hypotheses firstly. Front and rear bogies of the same train body are completely the same in structures and parameters and are symmetric relative to the train body center; components in the train system, such as bogie framework, wheel sets and body are deemed as rigid bodies, and their elastic deformation is not considered; only irregular turbulence of steel rails is considered, but their elastic deformation is not considered. Attributes of each rigid body, three-dimensional geometric shape data of the structure, as well as determination of hinged connection, and applying of force elements and sensors were defined. The steel rail was deemed as a continuous elastic foundation beam, and the standard Chinese steel rail of 60 kg/m was adopted. Standard LMA-type tread was selected for the wheel tread model as the train body with LMA-type tread has high stationarity and the vertical stationarity of the train is better than the horizontal stationarity. The Fastsim algorithm was used to compute the creep force. Vertical rigidity of first spring is 1260000 N/m; horizontal rigidity of first spring is 6500000 N/m; longitudinal rigidity of first spring is 10000000 N/m; first vertical damping coefficient is 10626 N.s/m; vertical rigidity of axle box positioning is 3267000 N/m; horizontal rigidity of axle box positioning is 6500000 N/m; vertical rigidity of secondary spring is 176400 N/m; horizontal rigidity of secondary spring is 166600 N/m; overall rigidity of secondary spring is 166600 N/m; secondary vertical damping coefficient is 40000 N.s/m; damping coefficient of anti-snake damper is 2500000 N/m; train body mass is 506504 kg; nodding rotation inertia is 528628 kg/m 2 ; lateral rolling rotation inertia is 33832 kg/m 2 ; head shaking rotation inertia is 506504 kg/m 2 . According to basic parameters of the train, modeling of the train can be conducted using SIMPACK software. A complete train model was established through establishment of environment, establishment of wheel sets, initialization of track, overall parameters of trains, component establishment, first suspension, secondary suspension, horizontal damper, vehicle body establishment, longitudinal traction spring and torsion rod spring, as shown in Fig. 4 . The rail irregularity spectrum in Fig. 5 was input into the UM post-processing program, namely UM Simulation. Simulation computation was conducted combining with the established model. The position of the vertical and radial force of the wheel was marked in Fig. 6 . Vertical and radial forces of the wheel were computed based on the multi-body dynamic model, as shown in Fig. 7 . It is shown in the figure that the maximum amplitude of the radial force is 101000 N, while the maximum amplitude of the vertical force is 12000 N. The radial force is obviously more than the vertical force. However, the vertical force cannot be neglected. Otherwise, the accuracy of the computational results will be reduced. The excitation force was input into the wheel finite element model as described in the second section, so vibration responses of the wheel can be computed. 
Vibration responses of wheels
Contours of vibration accelerations of the wheel under vertical and radial forces were extracted, as shown in Fig. 8 . It is shown in the figure that the wheel tread has the maximum vibration responses. In order to further study vibration acceleration responses at different parts of the wheel, vibration acceleration responses at the wheel tread, rim and disc were extracted, as shown in Fig. 9 . Additionally, in order to highlight the impacts of the vertical force on the computational result, vibration acceleration responses of the wheel without the vertical force were also computed and extracted in Fig. 9 . Fig. 9(a) when the vertical force is not considered. Obviously, the vibration of the wheel disc is relatively the smallest because the disc is not a direct acting position of excitation forces. Instead, the disc vibration is generated from indirect propagation of tread vibration, and the vibration is transformed by structural damping attenuation into thermal energy dissipation during the vibration propagation. The wheel tread is the direct acting position of excitation forces, so the relatively most obvious vibration responses appeared there. Additionally, the vibration response without considering the vertical force is obviously less than that with considering the vertical force. Therefore, the vertical force should not be neglected when the vibration response of the wheel is computed. Fig. 9 shows time-domain vibration acceleration responses at different parts of wheels, but time-domain results can not reflect dynamic characteristics of structures comprehensively. Therefore, time-domain vibration accelerations were processed, and frequency-domain vibration velocities were obtained, as shown in Fig. 10 . It is shown in the figure that a lot of obvious peak values and valley values are on the vibration velocity curve of wheels. Most of them are caused by structural resonances. Vibration velocities of the tread are obviously more than those of the rim and disc, which is consistent with time-domain results. In addition, vibration velocities of the disc are not completely lower than those of the rim and tread within the analyzed frequency domain. At low and high frequency bands, the vibration velocities of the disc are more than those of the rim and tread. 
Numerical optimization of vibration characteristics of wheels
A wheel is designed completely according to related standards, so parameters which can be modified during the optimal design are limited. Parameters which can be modified include, connecting radius between rim and disc, connecting radius between disc and hub, thickness of the wheel disc, wheel radius, inner side thickness of the tread, outer side thickness of the hub and so forth, as shown in Fig. 11 . In the paper, the wheel rim thickness is ; the wheel disc thickness variation is Δ ; the radius of the disc and rim at the wheel inner side is 1 ; the radius of the disc and hub at the wheel inner side is 2 ; the radius of the disc and rim at the wheel outer side is 3 ; the radius of the disc and hub at the wheel outer side is 4 . According to related standards, these design parameters shall not vary seriously during the optimal design, otherwise obvious impacts on strength of the optimized wheel will be caused. Parameters: 60 mm ≤ ≤ 68 mm, -4 mm ≤ Δ ≤ 4 mm, 45 mm ≤ ≤ 52 mm, 60 mm ≤ ≤ 66 mm, 55 mm ≤ ≤ 62 mm and 55 mm ≤ ≤ 62 mm. During the optimal design, each order of mode frequency , of the wheel shall be constrained, and it should be more than the mode frequency , of the original wheel. Optimal design aims to ensure that the average vibration acceleration ℎ of each wheel part and the wheel mass ℎ are the minimum. Therefore, it is a multi-objective optimization problem. Related mathematical descriptions are as follows: (1) Fig. 11 . Variables in the optimal design of wheels Among many optimization algorithms, the particle swarm algorithm is an intelligent evolution algorithm based on independent learning and social learning. It is advantageous in that: the algorithm conducts population search based on experience learning and has a memory function; with high universality, it does not depend on problem information, has high search efficiency and a simple theory foundation, and can be achieved easily. Of course, it is deficient in some aspects. For example: Global learning ability of particles is week, so it can easily fall into locally optimal solution; algorithm performance depends on parameters, and specific theoretical guidance is insufficient. Regarding these deficiencies, different scholars improved the basic PSO algorithm, mainly including improvements based on position and velocity update strategies [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] ; improvements based on multi-population strategies [18] [19] [20] [21] ; improvements based on topology strategies [22] [23] [24] [25] ; improvements based on hybrid particle swarm and other algorithms [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] ; improvements based on biologic behavior strategies [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] .
Both PSO and GA are search algorithms. PSO emphasizes comparison process search and GA emphasizes natural optimization search. Therefore, PSO is advantageous in search time, and GA is advantageous in search solution. Aiming at deficiencies of the PSO algorithm, the paper proposes a search algorithm based on interactive learning of particle swarm algorithm and genetic algorithm. The algorithm is a type of hybrid strategies. Based on combined application of genetic algorithm and particle swarm algorithm, the search strategy of interactive learning is used to prevent the algorithm from falling into the local extreme points too early during the optimal solution search, so that the globally optimal solution can be obtained. It is called as PSO-GA method. Specific process of the PSO-GA method is shown in Fig. 12 .
Step 1) Parameters in the algorithm are determined, such as variation probability, population size, inertia weight, learning factor, particle dimension and selection probability.
Step 2) Velocity and position of particles are initialized randomly according to the initial search interval.
Step 3) Fitness value of particles is computed, and individual values of the optimal particle and global values are determined.
Step 4) Amount of particle iterations is added, and whether the amount of iteration generations is an even number or an odd number is judged.
Step 5) If the amount of iteration generations is an even number, position and velocity of the particles will be updated by genetic algorithm.
Step 6) If the amount of iteration generations is an odd number, position and velocity of the particles will be updated by the particle swarm algorithm.
Step 7) Aggregation degree of particles is computed. Mutation processing is conducted to some particles.
Step 8) The evaluation function is then judged. Individual and global values of the particles can be determined.
Step 9) Whether the amount of iterations satisfies requirements is determined.
Step 8 will be started if the amount satisfies requirements, otherwise Step 4 will be started.
Step 10) Globally optimal position and solution of the optimal particle is output. Through combining PSO-GA method with finite element software ABAQUS, structural optimization of the wheel can be achieved. UMAT sub-program is called by the main program of the PSO-GA method, so operations including finite element model and results can be conducted according to design variables. ABAQUS software is programmed based on Python language, so all the operations in CAE can be completed through compiling of Python script commands in the UMAT sub-program. In this way, parametric modeling and data extraction can be achieved. The compiled script documents are submitted to execution process of ABAQUS: the equipped Python interpreter of ABAQUS interprets script language; ABAQUS kernel is called to execute script commands, generate an "inp" input document and summit the document to an analyzer for finite element analysis. Finally, a result document is generated. Because of the small particle population, solution space can be fully explored, and excessive time spent on assessment and computation of adaptation values is avoided. In general, the amount of 20-40 is selected. As for most problems, 10 particles are enough to achieve good results. Regarding difficult problems or specific types of problems, the amount of particles could be 100 or 200. The learning factor is 2. The inertia weight controls effects of a previous velocity variable quantity on the current variable quantity. The larger inertia weight means larger effects, so regions which are not reached before they can be searched, the global search ability of the complete algorithm is strengthened and local minimum point can be avoided easily. The small inertia weight means that effects of the previous momentum are small, where search is conducted mainly around the current solution; the local search ability is strong; and algorithm convergence can be achieved easily. The research indicates that good effects can be achieved when the inertia weight gradually decreased from 1.4 to 0 with increase of the number of iterations. As for the genetic algorithm, population size is 60; number of evolution generations is 800; crossover probability is 0.8; mutation probability is 0.2.
This optimization algorithm was used to conduct a multi-objective optimization of wheels, and the obtained results were compared with the traditional genetic algorithm and particle swarm optimization algorithm, as shown in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 . Fig. 13 shows iteration processes with errors of three kinds of algorithms. It is shown in the figure that the genetic algorithm converged to the set target error when the amount of iterations reached 750, the particle swarm optimization algorithm converged to the set target error when the amount of iterations reached 450, while the PSO-GA method converged to the set target error when the amount of iteration reached 260. The traditional genetic algorithm and particle swarm optimization algorithm can easily fall into local extreme values during iterations. This result fully verifies the obvious advantages of the optimization algorithm proposed in this paper. Fig. 14 shows iteration processes of three kinds of algorithms during the multi-objective optimization of the wheel. It is shown in the figure that solutions of the traditional genetic algorithm and particle swarm optimization algorithm are relatively dispersed during iterations and these two algorithms can easily fall into the locally optimal solution. On the contrary, most solutions of the PSO-GA method are concentrated. Compared with the original wheel, the vibration acceleration is reduced by 15.6 % and the mass is reduced by 0.9 %. Through the traditional particle swarm optimization algorithm, the average vibration acceleration of 10.1 m/s 2 and mass of 311.6 kg are obtained. Compared with the original wheel, the vibration acceleration is reduced by 17.2 % and the mass is reduced by 0.8 %. Obviously, it is very necessary to conduct a multi-objective optimization for the wheel using the PSO-GA method.
Related design parameters can be obtained after a multi-objective optimization for the wheel was completed. A geometric model of the wheel was re-established according to these parameters and input into ABAQUS for mesh division. Finally, a finite element model was established, and vibration acceleration responses at each part of the wheel were computed. Results are shown in Fig. 15 . Compared with the original structure, the maximum vibration acceleration is reduced by 20.9 %, and the minimum vibration acceleration is reduced by 20.2 %. Fig. 15(b) represents the vibration acceleration response curve at the wheel rim. It is shown in the figure that the maximum vibration acceleration is 239.3 m/s 2 , while the minimum vibration acceleration is -238.2 m/s 2 . Compared with the original structure, the maximum vibration acceleration is reduced by 13.4 %, and the minimum vibration acceleration is reduced by 17.6 %. Fig. 15(c) Similarly, time-domain vibration accelerations of the optimized wheel were processed, so that frequency-domain vibration velocities can be obtained and compared with the original wheel, as shown in Fig. 16 . It is shown in the figure that the tread vibration velocity curve of the optimized wheel is smooth; the maximum value of vibration velocities is reduced obviously compared with the original structure. As well, vibration velocities at other parts of the wheel are improved obviously. 
Numerical optimization of radiation noises of wheels
The structural vibration is the source of noises. Therefore, in order to observe effects of the improved vibration on radiation noises, the boundary element method was used to conduct a numerical computation for the radiation noise of the optimized wheel. During the numerical computation of radiation noises, extra elements were used to seal the hub hole, so that sound leak caused by the hub hole can be prevented. The boundary element model is shown in Fig. 17 . Division of boundary element meshes is one of key factors which can affect the analyzed accuracy. In order to ensure the computational accuracy, there should be 6 elements at least within the minimum analysis wavelength, namely the side length of the maximum element should be smaller than 1/6 of the minimum analysis wavelength [37] . It is notable that sizes of boundary element meshes should be consistent basically, and too large or too small size should be avoided. Extra-fine division of local meshes cannot increase the computational accuracy because the computational accuracy of a fluid model is controlled by the majority of elements [38, 39] . During the computation, air density is 1.21 kg/m 3 and sound velocity is 344 m/s. The computational frequency ranges within 20 Hz-3000 Hz, and the step length is 10 Hz. Density of the damping material is 1000 kg/m 3 , elasticity modulus is 3.4e6 Pa, Poisson's ratio is 0.49 and the structural damping coefficient is 0.25. The vibration responses of optimized wheels were input into acoustic software, and vibration responses of the structure were mapped to boundary element meshes. In this way, the acoustic boundary meshes will obtain the structural vibration responses and structure-sound coupling can be achieved. It is set that the computational frequency is 3000 Hz, and the computational step length is 20 Hz. Finally, acoustic responses of the optimized wheel at each planar field point can be obtained, as shown in Fig. 18 It is shown in Fig. 19 that radiation noises of the optimized wheel have an obvious directivity. Sound pressures on field point meshes parallel to the wheel plane are mainly caused by bending vibration of the wheel tread. Sound pressure responses on the field point meshes perpendicular to the wheel plane are mainly caused by the vibration of the wheel disc. In order to further observe improvements in radiation noises of the optimized wheel, the boundary element model is used to compute radiation noises of the original wheel, and results of two kinds of wheels were compared, as shown in Fig. 19 . It is shown in Fig. 19 that radiation noises of the original wheel are more than those of the optimized wheel, and there are a lot of obvious peak noises. Radiation noises of the optimized wheel only have two obvious noise peaks within the low-frequency bands, which may be caused by that the boundary conditions in low-frequency have obvious impacts on the computational model and the accuracy of the computational model was low. The peak noises of the original wheel are 71.7 dB, 68.9 dB, 67.1 dB, 75.9 dB, 64.2 dB, 72.6 dB, 65.1 dB, 64.0 dB, 70. 4 In future researches, it is feasible to further improve the accuracy of the computational model in order to improve radiation noises of the optimized wheel in full-frequency bands. 
Conclusions
In this paper, a multi-body dynamic model of the high-speed train was established, and the vertical and radial excitation force is extracted to input into the finite element model of the wheel to compute vibration characteristics. Then, vibration characteristics of the wheel were conducted on a multi-objective optimization based on the PSO-GA method. Finally, the optimized vibration was mapped to the boundary element model to compute the radiation noise of the wheel, so the following conclusions can be achieved.
1) The error between numerical simulation and experimental test is below 3.2 %, which indicates the simulation model in this paper is reliable.
2) The maximum amplitude of the vertical force is 101000 N, while the maximum amplitude of the radial force is 12000 N. The vertical force is obviously more than the radial force. Therefore, the vertical force cannot be neglected. Otherwise, the accuracy of the computational results will be reduced.
3) Vibration acceleration response curves at the wheel tread, rim and disc are extracted. The vibration of the wheel tread is the maximum, while the vibration of the wheel disc is the minimal.
4) The wheel is conducted on a multi-objective optimization based on the PSO-GA method, and the optimized results are compared with those of the traditional GA and PSO method. Solutions of the traditional GA and PSO method are relatively dispersed during iterations and the algorithm can easily fall into the locally optimal solution. The optimized results of the PSO-GA method are obviously better. Compared with the original wheel, the vibration acceleration is reduced by 22.9 %, and the mass is reduced by 1.1 %.
5) The optimized vibration is mapped to the boundary element model to compute the radiation noise of the wheel, and the computational results are compared with the original wheel. Radiation noises of the original wheel are obviously more than those of the optimized wheel, and there are a lot of obvious peak noises in the original wheel. Radiation noises of the optimized wheel only have two obvious noise peaks in the analyzed frequency.
